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Homecoming 
comes home 
By: Farah Naz and Dayane San-
chez   
  Carnival time arrives at 
MSSH this October 15, 2011 in our 
very own gym, for only $25. Tickets 
will be sold from September 26 
through October 14, 2011, so buy 
your tickets and be ready to have 
the time of your life!  

Who would have thought 
that budget cuts would result in a 
trip back in time and a movie-like 
event?  Tradition has returned! For 
generations, dances were held in 
the school’s gym, just as we see in 
movies all the time. For years, this 
was the way of doing things until a 
couple of years ago when schools 
started renting banquet halls in-
stead. However, banquet halls are 
rather fancy and expensive and can 
no longer be used due to the lack of 
funds.  

Thus, we are resorting back 
to our old ways. In an attempt to cut 
back in this economic recession that 
is affecting even the school system, 
the administration has decided to 
hold the Homecoming Dance in our 
gym! This has sparked the memo-
ries of many teachers who have 
witnessed the evolution of our 
school over the years, either from 
having graduated from here or hav-
ing spent almost their entire career 
in this school.   
 Still, the idea of homecom-
ing being in the gym is being liked 
by many of the students and is likely 
to increase the sale of the tickets. 
Plus, in this terrible economy, the 
students can finally pay an agreea-
ble amount for this event. 
 Coming back to the theme 
of this year’s Homecoming, it is Bra-
zil Rio; a brand new idea introduced 
by teachers and students who voted 
on it. Every homeroom was given 
the chance to come up with a theme 
and after, the administration had 
students vote on the three most 
popular themes. Brazil Rio, the 70s, 
and the 80s were the three to be 
voted on. However, in the end, Bra-
zil that reminded us of its colorful 
carnivals and festiveness that it is 
known for won! 

So be prepared for this 
years Homecoming because it’s 
sure to be a blast from the past!  

By: Juan Mendez and Leandro Coba  
 This year we had the pleasure of interview-
ing Principal Thomas Ennis who took time out of his 
busy schedule to answer a few questions. We quick-
ly found out that he became a principal through 
“academic education, extensive training and field 
experience.” We also learned that being a principle 
wasn’t what he envisioned as a career when he was 
a child. His ideal career was a forest ranger since he 
enjoyed nature and the great outdoors. Currently, 
outside of his field of work, Mr. Ennis enjoys golfing. 
So naturally when asked about our athletic depart-
ment, he stated that “It is a great way of building self
-esteem and teaching players to work together.”  
 To the incoming freshmen who have not 
had the opportunity to speak with Mr. Ennis, please 
note that his door is always open. If you see Mr. En-
nis in the hallway, introduce yourselves to him. He 
enjoys greeting everyone.  He is passionate about 
education, student achievement, our faculty and 
staff, and specially the students, whom through  
their commitment and determination make MSSH 
the educational powerhouse it is today. He values 
parents as important assets and the driving force 
behind the students.   
 During our interview, we sensed his dedica-
tion and genuine commitment to education, to this 
community, and specially to Miami Springs Senior 
High and it’s students.  Advanced knowledge, in-
structional leadership, and an appreciation  for quali-
ty teachers and staff are effective traits of any suc-
cessful principal. And Mr. Ennis embodies all those 
qualities.  He ensures his students that he is making 
the right decisions with regards to curriculum and 
discipline in order to keep MSSH in the forefront of 
educational excellence.   

Soaring to Excellence 

Photo: Ivan Perez American student 
is acquitted of 
murder in Italy 
By: Grethel Villalobos  Aman-
da Knox was acquitted of murder in Pe-
rugia, Italy and flies home to Seattle, 
Washington after serving four years for 
the 2007 murder of her British room-
mate Meredith Kercher. Knox was a 
student at the University of Washington 
when she decided to pursue an Italian 
study abroad program.  This education-
al pursuit would ultimately land her in 
the middle of one of the most talked 
about international murder cases of the 
century.    
 When Amanda Knox arrived in Pe-
rugia, Italy to begin her study abroad 
program, she was housed in a flat with 
Meredith Kercher, who was also a for-
eign exchange student, and two other 
Italian women. Amanda was enjoying 
her time abroad and eventually started 
dating an Italian computer engineering 
student named Raffaele Sollecito. The 
pair was constantly seen together and 
appeared enamored.    
 November 1, 2007, almost two 
months into her Italian semester, 
Amanda’s roommate, Meredith, was 
found murdered in the apartment they 
shared.  Italian investigators questioned 
Knox and Sollecito, and four days into 
the investigation, they were charged 
with the murder.  Meredith Kercher died 
of multiple stab wounds, a slit throat and 
severe trauma.    
 When the Italian police started their 
investigations, they questioned Knox’s 
whereabouts the night of the murder 
and she stated that she was in Sol-
lecito’s house. The police doubted her 
alibi and quickly arrested her and Sol-
lecito for the crime.  The case gained 
international attention because many 
felt that the Italian police mishandled the 
evidence and charged Amanda and her 
boyfriend too early on into the investiga-
tion without concrete genetic proof that 
they had committed the murder. The 
crime scene had not been processed at 
the time of their arrest. Knox states that 
she was cooperative with the investiga-
tion, but some sources felt that even 
with the questionable investigation tac-
tics, her odd behavior, at times, directly 
implicated her in the murder. At one 
point, she was seen practicing cart-
wheels and yoga at the police station 
while waiting to be questioned by detec-

tives.  Police saw this as insensitive and 
many assumed that she was guilty and 
had psychopathic tendencies.  
 When the crime scene was pro-
cessed, however, they found no direct 
DNA evidence that linked Knox or her 
boyfriend with the murder. They eventu-
ally found the killer of Meredith Kercher, 
but police insisted that he couldn’t have 
acted alone and continued to charge 
Knox and Sollecito for the crime. 
 Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sol-
lecito were tried jointly in 2009 for the 
murder and rape of Meredith Kercher. 
They were in jail before their trials be-
gan.  The two were eventually convicted 
to 25 and 26 years in prison, respective-
ly, for the crime. The only DNA the pros-
ecution was able to produce was also a 
matter of international debate because 
many claim the handling of the crime 
scene was cross contaminated and 
claim no direct link was ever found that 
could have truly connected the two to 
the crime.   
 Italy’s court system allows for multi-
ple appeals where defendants can win 
new trials and have their original ver-
dicts overturn.  Most prisoners are seen 
as potentially innocent until they’ve ex-
hausted their appeal system. In October 
2011, Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sol-
lecito won a new trial. A new panel of 
forensic experts was introduced to ana-
lyze the DNA evidence that had original-
ly convicted Knox and Sollecito, but 
they found no direct link that connected 
either to the crime. The jury deliberated 
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Hawks stay together 
through difficult changes  
By: Cristian Valdes     
 What is B.C.C.? B.C.C. stands for Bilingual Cur-
riculum Content. B.C.C. began a few years ago as a re-
sult of a massive increase in our public schools’  immi-
grant student population. The program  was created for 
immigrant students through Federal Funding and state 
budgets. Due to recent budget cuts and state votes, the 
program has been cancelled. Many schools have no op-
tion, but to place E.S.O.L. (English for Spanish of other 
languages) students in  regular English speaking classes. 
Thus, causing an adjustment in the academics of those 
students who aren’t part of the 11% of Hispanic students 
that speak fluent English. According to this percentage, 
students weren’t excelling with four classes in Spanish 
and two classes in English like the program offered.  
 This new change in direction can encourage stu-
dents to heighten their efforts in learning English and fo-
cusing on academics. Ronald Reagan Sr. High School is 
currently placing E.S.O.L. students in regular classes, 
and test results have shown that academic percentages, 
have increased dramatically. “MSSH is following in 
Reagan’s footsteps, trying it’s best to place students in 
proper learning environments and won’t give up”, says 
Assistant Principal Ms. Romeo. “Our school’s META 
(Multicultural Education and Training Advocacy) certified 
teachers along with their E.S.O.L. Department Chair, Ms. 
Haile, have all been working and strategizing towards the 
graduation and well-being of our students, saving them 
time and money in the near-future.”    
 Many students entering college are force to com-
plete “Remedial Courses”, which cost additional money, 
time, and do not count as credits towards graduation. In 
combat against this new epidemic, MSSH is offering tu-
toring before and during school to help E.S.O.L. and non 
E.S.O.L. students with math, science, and social studies. 
Taking the extra step and walking the extra mile, teach-
ers are making sure hawks can fly before leaving the 
nest. This reporter on behalf of the student body would 
like to thank all the teachers, administrators, and espe-
cially Ms. Romero and Ms. Haile for their time, effort, and 
disposition to help fellow hawks tackle this new change in  
education. 

“Education is the foundation to your future and those 
around you.” - Assistant Principal Enrique Palma  
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crashed in an open field in 
Pennsylvania.   
  More than 
2,600 people died at the World 
Trade Center, 125 died at the 
Pentagon and  256 died on the 
four planes. In groups of four or 
five, carrying  with them only 
small knives, box cutters, and 
cans of mace or pepper  spray, 
the terrorists hijacked the four 
planes and turned them into 
deadly  missiles to kill innocent 
Americans.   
 Instantly, the most power-
ful nation in the world, the Unit-
ed States of America became a 
nation in chaos and target for 
future terrorism. The September 
11, 2001 attacks reminded 
many Americans that we were 
vulnerable and that change 
needed to happen quickly in 
order to ensure our safety.    
 Islamist extremists had 
given plenty of warning that 
they were going to kill Ameri-
cans without a string of guilt 
and in large numbers. Usama 
Bin Ladin himself would not 
come up as a single threat  until 
the late 1990s, the threat time. 
We now know that these at-
tacks were carried out by a cou-
ple groups of Islamist extrem-
ists driven by Usama Bin Ladin.  
 Many volunteers, fire-
fighters, police officers, and 
emergency medical technicians, 
dedicated countless hours to 
help rescue survivors and to 
assist in the clean-up efforts. 
Their actions inspired a nation 
and for their sacrifice, we are 
eternally grateful!  

By: Juliet Robles and Ivania 
De La Cruz  
 Bells rang 40 times Satur-
day afternoon September 10, 
2011, in  Pennsylvania as the 
names were read of the 40 pas-
sengers and crew members 
who died 10 years ago after 
terrorists hijacked United Air-
lines Flight 93. These were the 
passengers that refused give 
up, who later fought and who 
would end up losing their lives 
to save countless others.  Fight 
93 came down in a field in 
southwestern Pennsylvania. 
The Terrorists’ plans were foiled 
by the actions of some incredi-
ble, unselfish passengers. At 
the time, Flight 93 appeared to 
be a suicide mission aimed at 
The White House of The Capitol 
building in Washington.  
 Thousands of visitors 
from across the country came 
to the Dedication. They were 
more than 700 family members 
of the 40 who died present, 
along with Vice-President Joe 
Biden and former Presidents, 
George W. Bush and Bill Clin-
ton. It was a  sad day, tears 
running down faces, sorrow 
filling the air as many remem-
bered the four airplanes occu-
pied with children,  wives, 
friends, husbands, grandpar-
ents who would never see their 
loved ones again.  
 At 8:46 a.m. of Septem-
ber 11, 2001, time stood still for 
many Americans as they watch 
the Twin Towers engulfed  in 
flames.  An airplane traveling at 
hundreds of miles per hour and 
carrying 10,000 gallons of  fuel 
crashed into the North Tower of 
the World Trade Center in Low-
er  Manhattan. At 9:03 a.m., a 
second airplane struck the 
South Tower.  Fire and smoke 
filled the streets and the air be-
came a thick cloud. Steel, 
glass, ash, and bodies fell like 
drops of water coming from the 
sky.  Approxi-
mately, 50,000 people worked 
in the Twin Towers, from execu-
tives to child care workers.  
Both Towers collapsed in less 
than 90 minutes. At 9:37 a.m., a 
third airplane slammed into the 
western face of the Pentagon. 
At 10:03 a.m., the  fourth plane 

Remembering September 11, 2001 
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Pep rally: Bursting with excitement  
By: Eljemer  Gutierrez     
 The gym was “jumpin” and the senior class was “pumped” 
and waiting with much anticipation for the first pep-rally of the year.  
As usual, the seniors were cheering with much pride and enthusi-
asm, this their final year at MSSH.  The juniors and sophomores also 
showed their eagerness to participate in the traditional chanting of 
“Who’s Your Daddy”.  In this endeavor, the freshmen however were 
not as vocal, which is to be expected. Hang in there youngins, you’ll 
soon have your turn.  The cheerleaders gave a nice introduction, the 
band and color guard gave us an excellent show. Then, the Golden 
Girls followed up with some great dancing. Alan Dimarco, Davy Mo-
ran, and Alex Aleman gave a hilarious show, and finally Dance Fu-
sion “killed them” from beginning to the end. For this being the first 
pep rally of the year, I must confer that it was very exiting to be part 
of the festivities, not only as a fellow senior, but also as a reporter. 
Keep it real, MSSH!                               

American student is ac-
quitted of murder in Italy 
in this new trial and on October 3, 2011, they were both 
acquitted of the murder of Meredith Kercher. Amanda 
Knox flew home to Seattle, Washington the next day after 
having served four years of what would have been a 26 
year sentence. If she would have been found guilty, they 
would have increased her sentence to life in prison, the 
harshest penalty under the Italian judicial system.  
  Upon arrival to the United States, Amanda Knox 
released a statement thanking her family and supporters: 
“I am forever grateful for their caring hospitality and their 
courageous efforts. Those who wrote to me, who defend-
ed me, who stayed close to me, who prayed for me. We 
are forever grateful. I love you. Amanda,” stated Knox.  
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Apple loses it’s CPU 
By: Amanda Plasencia   
 The co-founded, chairman, and 
chief executive of Apple Inc, Steve Jobs, 
lost his battle with pancreatic cancer on Oc-
tober 5, 2011. He died peacefully surround-
ed by his family in California. Jobs' was di-
agnosed in 2003 and received a liver trans-
plant. This disease was very aggressive and 
caused complications that still aren't speci-
fied. 53% of patients are diagnosed with 
pancreatic cancers after they have spread, 
which leads to an exceedingly low survival 
rate, with not more than 1.8% of patients 
living more than five years after the diagno-
sis. However, Jobs managed to survive for 
8 years.  He stepped down in August and 
handed his position to long time deputy, Tim 
Cook. "Apple has lost a visionary and crea-
tive genius, and the world has lost an amaz-
ing human being," said Cook. Not only did 
Jobs prove the appeal of well-designed 
products over the power of technology itself, 
but also transformed the way people inter-
act with technology. Even though we use 
many of his products, not many of us realize 
the huge impact this man has made in our 
lives. The effects will be felt for many gener-
ations to come. "People sometimes have 
goals in life. Steve Jobs exceeded every 
goal he ever set for 
himself," said Steve 
Wozniak, found of 
Apple Inc. He will 
live on as a genius 
and as an American 
inventor that 
changed modern 
technology and the 
world. 

Firefighters raising the American 
Flag during September 11, 2001 
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By: Ariel Perez    
 Crime in the media is sometimes 
shown in a strange type of way that 
seems almost like it’s a good thing. Crime 
in the first place should not be shown as 
some type of entertainment and should be 
taken more seriously. There are those 
crimes that everyone seems to agree with 
is bad but there crimes that people seem 
to forgive or actually embrace. Things like 
shows seem to encourage things that 
things that celebrities do as a good thing 
no matter what it is. There are certain 
shows that explain and make good use of 
crime like Bones or Criminal Minds but 
then there are shows that make it seem 
cool and good to do drugs and steal. Peo-
ple who watch shows that promote crime 
should be more cautious and more careful 
of what they do. Television is not the only 
type of thing that promotes crime or bad 
morals.     
 It seems to be that many singers 
and actors do stupid or illegal things and 
these things affect young people’s morals. 
Many music icons make millions and bil-
lions of dollars just talking about drugs 
and having hangovers, its fine that they 
make that money it’s just that the people 
listening take it so literally. Much of the 
general public seem to take these things 
seriously and whatever these iconic fig-
ures do or say people seem to follow 
along! The modern world Morals has 
been dramatically changed by these kinds 
of things. Sometimes it seems kind of 
cultish to take these people so literal. The 
point is be more cautious and when giving 
out these messages because apparently 
many people take these things very seri-
ously. Be the best you can be and keep 
good, pure morals. 

Modern-day Morals 
By: Hailee Gonzalez  
 Drunk Driving, why do we do it? It 
seems that lately more teenagers are involv-
ing themselves with this illegal tendency. This 
reporter cannot even begin to fathom the rea-
sons why anyone, adult or teenager, would 
drive under the influence. Driving Under the 
Influence (DUI) has many risky consequenc-
es, but let’s look at the obvious for teenagers. 
Did anyone not tell you that the legal drinking 
are is 21? Hello? And for some reasons, high 
school students specially, have been known 
to overlook this justified drinking law. 
 You are not only placing your life at 
risk but the lives of innocent people; babies, 
mothers, fathers, grandparents, friends. If you 
are in an accident and survive, your life is 
forever scarred.  If you become physically 
injured, you must look at yourself, day in and 
day out, a constant reminder of your mistake. 
When you drink and drive you face legal con-
sequences as well. You lose your driving priv-
ileges, stiff fines can be applied, driving 
school, probation, and for some severe of-
fenses, even imprisonment. Forget college 
and a shot at a real life. Drinking and driving 
is just plain stupid,  don't do it! It’s not a wise 
wager.       
 Additionally, the constant toll on your 
body.  Excess alcohol abuse can lead to liver 
disease, high blood pressure, heart failure, 
and certain cancers. Also, it leads to obesity 
and a higher risk for diabetes. (WebMD) 
Teenagers should be made fully aware of the 
dangers of Driving Under the Influence. It is a 
serious offense, it’s life changing, and unable 
to take back once you have destroyed a life. 
Don’t believe me, do the research. If you 
know someone who drinks and drives, stop 
them. If you are at a party, call a cab, another 
friend, a parent, but please get them help 
before it’s too late. 

Why do we do it? 
Not many people know or care about this 
unless they know some one who suffers 
from this disease. In my opinion, Breast 
Cancer Awareness should have a bigger 
impact in the communities due to the 
amount of women and in some cases 
men that suffer from Breast Cancer. 
 Over the course of one's life-
time, 1 in 8 women will be diagnosed 
with breast cancer. Its is important to 
alert your doctor of early symptoms of 
breast cancer as they can taken care of. 
You should perform self-examinations. 
The longer one takes to take action to 
examining their breast regularly will 
cause greater symptoms. There are 
treatments that one can take to cure 
Breast Cancer such as Chemotherapy 
(medicine that is used to kill cancer 
cells), and Radiation Therapy (which is 
used to destroy cancerous tissue's).  
Remember to have yearly checkups be-
ginning at age 40 and become more 
Breast Aware! 

Susan G. Komen - For the Cure http://
ww5.komen.org/ 

Susan G. Komen - For the Cure  (Miami/
Ft. Lauderdale site) http://
komenmiaftl.org/ 

THE 2011 RACE FOR THE CURE 
OCTOBER 15, 2011 

Bayfront Park, Downtown Miami 

By: Pamela Ulloa  
 October is Breast Cancer Aware-
ness Month, and over the next four weeks, 
people all over the world are desperately 
trying to raise funds for this very worthy 
cause, for services for people with cancer, 
and to spread the message on breast can-
cer awareness. Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month happens every October in the U. As 
you all may know, there are different types 
of breast cancer. It can be diagnosed at 
different stages of development and can 
grow at different rates. It’s not often that 
we hear about people with secondary 
breast cancer many people with second-
ary breast cancer have said that they often 
feel invisible, especially in October.   
 Last year was the first ever Sec-
ondary Breast Cancer Awareness Day on 
October 13th. Being breast aware is part 
of caring for your body no matter your age, 
size or shape. It’s important to take care of 
your breasts. Even though it’s not com-
mon, men can also get breast cancer so 
they should be breast aware too. The Pink 
Ribbon Challenge happens this month too, 
one of the most known and heard of 
awareness event, of the month. The mon-
ey raised is distributed by the National 
Breast Cancer Foundation to hospitals, 
clinics, missions and mobile mammogra-
phy units coast to coast.  Personally, I 
think more people should do more and 
there should be more activities, about this. 

Breast Cancer Awareness 

amount of pain you experience but that is 
just for the first day or so. It is important 
to keep recently added tattoos sanitary to 
prevent infection.   
 Fashion and times change. 
Some tattoos look old fashioned within a 
few years. Times also change and what 
is acceptable today may not be tomorrow 
so if people get tattoos they should get 
their preferred design not one to fit in with 
the fads.  Also take into consideration 
that that tattoos fade over time. Small 
tattoo designs or letters tattooed will look 
faded and sag by late adulthood.  
 While tattoos are considered per-
manent, it is sometimes possible to re-
move them, fully or partially, with laser 
treatments. Typically, black and some 
colored inks can be removed more com-
pletely. Unfortunately, the expense and 
pain of removing tattoos will typically be 
greater than the expense and pain of ap-
plying them. Pre-laser tattoo removal 
methods include: dermabrasion, salabra-
sion (scrubbing the skin with salt), and 
cryosurgery, which is sometimes still 
used along with skin grafts for larger tat-
toos. However, these older methods have 
been nearly completely replaced by laser 
removal treatment options.   
 Perceptible tattoos can also pos-
sibly ruin your work prospects. Many em-
ployers will not hire someone with notice-
able tattoos, when they come in for an 
interview, and some employers will fire 
their staff if they find out they have offen-
sive tattoos. Some tattoos can leave bad 
first impressions depending on the de-
sign. It doesn’t matter how you look at it, 
there will always be both pros and cons 
with tattoos. If you decide that they are 
for you, consider the placement and type 
of tattoo. “Make sure that place is reputa-
ble” said Dr. Kuin a dermatologist who 
runs a dermadoctor website. Also, see if 
the place has a well established business 
and a proven track record. Picture your-
self with a tattoo years later in your adult-
hood with a career and family. Remem-
ber to think before you ink! 

Tattoos - Are they worth the pain? 
By: Leandro Coba  
 Imagine having ink scared into 
your flesh for the rest of your days. Tat-
toos have existed since the beginning of 
civilization, dating back to 3300 B.C. Tat-
toos and other forms of body art are be-
coming more popular these days. Ac-
cording to a 2006 report in the Journal of 
the American Academy of Dermatology, 
24 percent of Americans ages 18 to 50 
have at least one tattoo. Many people 
who have tattoos consider it a way of  
expressing their personality. Some feel 
their tattoo has a personal meaning to 
them, while other get tattoos because 
they feel it’s fashionable or to show be-
longing to a particular group of people. 
 A common concern with tattoos 
is the impact of one’s health due to   the 
needles with which they are created. 
These needles must be cleaned after 
every use since it requires breaking the 
skin barrier. The process of creating a 
tattoo may carry health risks, including 
serious infections; tuberculosis, hepatitis, 
and other diseases that can be carried in 
the blood left behind unsterilized. Some  
professional tattoo artists reduce such 
risks by following universal precautions, 
working with single-use items, and steri-
lizing their equipment after each use. 
Many jurisdictions require that tattoo art-
ists have blood-borne pathogen training. 
It is necessary for people who want to get 
tattoos to go to the doctor and make sure 
that they are not allergic to any of the 
tattoo ink components.  Cases of allergic 
reactions to tattoo inks, particularly cer-
tain colors such as red, have been medi-
cally documented. This is sometimes due 
to the nickel in the ink pigment, which is a 
common metal allergy. Bruising at the 
site of the tattoo is another common reac-
tion/side effect.    
 How about the pain? The pain 
varies from person to person, but having 
a tattoo will not be completely painless. 
There whereabouts on your body the tat-
too will be of course plays a part in the 

By: Jennifer Alteta   
 Occupy Wall Street is leaderless 
resistance movement with people of many 
colors, genders and political persuasions. 
The one thing we all have in common is 
that “We Are The 99%” that will no longer 
tolerate the greed and corruption of the 1%. 
We are using the revolutionary Arab 
Spring tactic to achieve our ends and en-
courage the use of nonviolence to maximize 
the safety of all participants.” Occupy Wall 
Street is a movement of people all around 
the country, that began in New York city 
right on Wall Street to peacefully protest 
because of the financial crisis. Hundreds of 
people have been camped out holding 
signs, singing songs, telling their story to 
make their voices heard, the outrage at Wall 
Street itself as well as big banks is clear in 
each and every one of those people. 
 The occupiers have been out there 
for weeks, camping out, even going as far 
as to take over the Brooklyn Bridge in a 
mass march. This march was stopped by 
police though and 700 people were arrested 
after “some demonstrators spilled onto 
the roadway after being told to stay on the 
pedestrian pathway” said police. This did 
little to stop occupiers who simply re-
grouped and within days had another march 
started at Foley Square this time joined by 
Union workers.  Since its beginning on Sep-
tember 17th many other states have become 
occupied such as: Washington, Los Ange-
les, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Port-
land, Maine, Seattle, Denver, and even our 
own Miami. But it hasn’t stopped there the 
movement is going international, as far as 
Dublin, Ireland, and Greece.   
 These protest show no sign of stop-
ping or even slowing down, occupiers have 
already set up tents, clothes stations, show-
er stations, and distributing food given as 
donations.  Yet the protest has been met by 
some violence from the NYPD, some occu-
piers have been injured, arrested, and sev-

 

OccupyWallstreet: The movement that’s stirring a nation 
eral women were even pepper sprayed in 
the face. The occupiers have since then 
began to take extra precautions to avoid 
police intervention, but it seems arrests are 
still being made and people are still being 
injured. But the occupiers refuse to lose 
hope or motivation, and even more people 
have joined the cause since the October 
5th college walk out where hundreds of col-
lege students left to join occupiers because 
of the recent tuition inflation and student 
debt.    
 The movement has not gotten 
much attention on television but it has got-
ten quite a buzz on the internet. People 
can watch live streams of the small camps 
occupiers have set up and personally see 
the action first hand, see the amount of 
police presence, the people, all strangers 
coming together for a common cause. One 
occupier describes the atmosphere per-
fectly saying “I was cold and ill at occupy-
wallstreet. They gave me a warm coat, 
medicine, a cuddle, and hot coffee..” These 
are very real people desperate for a 
change and the only way we can even 
begin to help is by educating ourselves on 
what’s going on all over the world. That’s 
how we can help our country we can do-
nate food, clothes, anything but the main 
thing we need to do is learn, as cheesy as 
it is, go out on your own, Google it after 
you finish looking up your science home-
work. There’s so much we don’t know, the 
recession, the bank crisis.   
 The movement is very real, and 
even though it may not be getting much 
mainstream attention it is getting some 
Congress mentioned occupy wallstreet in a 
public meeting with the federal reserve 
chairmen about the state of the economy 
not too long ago. 
 
Occupywallst.org Pictures: http://
wearethe99percent.tumblr.com/ or from oc-
cupywallst.org its self. 
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Horror hunt 
By: Debrina Cummings  
 It’s that time again! When darkness falls 
and the blood craving creatures sneak up behind 
you in the glom and breathe onto your neck caus-
ing every hair on your hair to stand; surely a spine 
chilling experience. So where do you find this 
scare? Now Until October 31st at The House of 
Horror at International Mall of course. Come 
around 6pm until midnight and experience a 
haunted house with 30 huge rooms of nightmare 
guaranteed scenes. From pitch black inescapable 
chambers flashing with strobe lights - allowing 
your mind to wonder, what’s creeping in from the 
corner? Or who’s grabbing your arms? To 
Smokey Graveyard scenes with gray-haired, 
white eyed zombies pulling you into a coffin. 
Along with the largest haunted house in South 
Florida, House of Horror has heart pounding car-
nival rides sure to make you shriek. Abnormal 
acts, spectacular musical performances like the 
New Boyz. Every scaring takes a toll. This one is 
ONLY $23 for anyone over nine and $15 for un-
der nine. Pay once be frightened all night.  

view” which aired on Good 
Morning America in late April of 
this year. When asked why she 
would cut herself, her response 
was, “It was a way of expressing 
my own shame of myself on my 
own body. And there were some 
times where my emotions were 
just so built up, I didn‘t know 
what to do. The only way that I 
could get instant gratification 
was through an immediate re-
lease on myself.” After being 
asked if she was ever trying to 
kill herself, she responded with ”I 
don‘t think I was ever trying to 
kill myself. But I knew that if I 
had ever gone too far, that I 
wouldn‘t care.” Lovato  was 
asked about her new healing 
tattoos on her wrists that read, 
“Stay Strong”. The tattoos sym-
bolize her ability to stay strong 
for herself, family, friends, 
Lovatics, and to hide her painful 
scars.    
 During the 2010 time 
period Lovato began working on 
her new album, “Unbroken”. The 
album is expected to debut on 
September 20th, 2011. It in-
cludes features by Missy Elliot, 
Dev, Iyaz, and Jason Derulo. 
Unbroken contains 15 tracks 
including the worldwide famous 
first single off it named, 
“Skyscraper” which sky rocketed 
the charts and was #1 on iTunes 
for a few days since its release 
on July 12th, 2011. Followed by 
her music video release for Sky-
scraper which premiered on 
channel E! the very next day. 
 Demi has been having a 
very successful life since she 
took the step further to be re-
sponsible enough to seek help. 
Lovato claims to have a strong 
support system around her. 
Demi decided to speak up about 
her issues because she feels 
many girls are going through the 
same or similar problem and are 
silenced.    
 Due to her speaking up 
she has given herself a more 
positive image. As well as she’s 
saved a lot of lives and helped 
many girls speak out and get 
help as well. Lets stay strong for 
Demi Lovatics! 

By: Jessica Horta 
 Demi Lovato is known 
as the teen singer with a power-
ful voice. She is also 
an actress, dancer, and song 
writer. Many of us consider her 
today as a strong artist who has 
become an amazing role model 
and inspiration to many teenage 
girls for speaking up about her 
personal issues and being open 
to give advice to those who 
have the same or similar issues. 
Such as her unhealthy relation-
ship with food and cutting at an 
early age. She’s impacted the 
lives of many and has forever 
changed her image. But where 
did all this bravery really come 
from ? Why didn’t we know what 
was really going on behind the 
scenes?   
 Demi began her acting 
career at the age of 10 on Bar-
ney and Friends, playing the 
role of Angela. She was offered 
a contract with Disney Channel 
where she stared in the short 
sitcom “As the Bell Rings” as 
Charlotte Adams. She was then 
chosen to star on Camp Rock 
(2008) and Camp Rock 2 (2010) 
as Mitchie Torres. She won a 
“Peoples Choice Award” for 
”Favorite TV Guest Star” imme-
diately after guest starring on 
the two time winning Emmy 
award show “Grey’s Anatomy”. 
As a child, Demi suffered with 
depression and began having 
suicidal thoughts. She says she 
began cutting herself at the age 
of 11. She was often bullied in 
the 7th grade. She claims the 
bullying became so critical she 
requested to her parents that 
she’d be home schooled. She 
then adapted an unhealthy rela-
tionship with food which led 
Demi to become bulimic and 
suffer from anorexia nervosa. 
 During 2010 Demi 
joined the Jonas Brothers on 
their tour. Everything was going 
great until Lovato allegedly 
punched background dancer, 
Alex Welch, after hearing Welch 
was speaking poorly of Lovato. 
Demi proceeded to quit the 
headlining tour to seek medical 
attention on October 30th, 2010. 
Her parents scheduled an inter-
vention which led her to make 
the decision to enroll at Timber-
line Knolls Treatment Center in 
Illinois. Sources say she entered 
for “personal and emotional is-
sues” due to cutting and her 
eating disorders. Demi not only 
had the support from her family 
and friends while in treatment 
but as well from her Lovatics, 
which is what her fans are re-
ferred to as.   
 Demi completed her 
treatment session successfully 
and was finally diagnosed with 
bipolar disorder. Shortly after 
her release, Lovato joined Robin 
Roberts for a “Post Rehab Inter-

Stay strong, Lovatics 

By: Ivan Perez  
 It’s that time of year, 
when all of us are starting to 
think about how we are going 
to look in our homecoming and 
prom attire. A recent study con-
ducted within our student popu-
lation revealed that 35% of the 
surveyed students did not know 
anything about yoga and want-
ed more information. Of the 
students that knew what yoga 
was, 38% said they liked it. 
Most of the students surveyed 
revealed that they were cur-
rently unsatisfied with their 
weight and shape. Yoga might 
be a solution to this problem. 
Recently, there has been a lev-
erage in the amount of Yoga 
practitioners in the United 
States.    
 Yoga can make that 
number you’ve been dreaming 
of, appear the next time you 
step on the scale! Yoga is an 
ancient form of relaxation and 
meditation tracing its origins in 
ancient India. Throughout the 
centuries, it has spread reach-
ing all corners of the world. In 
the western culture, yoga has 
become a method of exercising 
and maintaining physical and 
emotional balance. There are 
many different types of yoga 
that vary based on their difficul-
ty. Some of these include Ha-
tha and Bikram. Hatha yoga is 

popular in the western hemi-
sphere and is very simple to 
practice. It consists of many 
positions and mainly requires 
a specific breathing pattern. 
Bikram yoga is performed in a 
room above 105 degrees 
fereignheit with a humidity of 
40%. It is performed at 105 
degrees because the body is 
heated at first and then chang-
es the construction of the 
body from the inside out, be-
fore it is changed it is heated 
and then softened because 
the heat aids in the body’s 
flexibility. Practicing yoga not 
only increases our supplies of 
oxygen, but it also teaches us 
how to use that oxygen 
properly.   Local-
ly, there are many places that 
instruct yoga everyday. Most 
of these local businesses can 
be found near the beach are-
as, including Miami Beach, 
and South Beach. Whether 
you think yoga may be or may 
be not for you, it’s very well 
worth trying. Please consult 
your physician before com-
mencing yoga, as it is recom-
mended that with any physical 
exercise you discuss it with 
your doctor. Remember; In-
hale, Exhale, Peace of mind, 
and Relaxation.  

Namaste: Salutations to all 

By:  Alexa DePablo    
 She's the voice of the teenage girl genera-
tion. With her blond curls and bright blue eyes, stand-
ing at a tall 5'11, Taylor Swift is every girls best 
friend. Even if you're not a fan you cannot deny this 
girl has talent and dedication.  She's one of the best 
music success stories of the 21st century and has at 
least one song everyone can relate to. She's won 
countless awards, including 4 Grammy's and 2 Enter-
tainer of the Year's. She's sold over 20 million al-
bums and sold out countless amounts of arena's and 
stadiums. Taylor's broken record after record. Her 
most recent album, Speak Now, went platinum within 
one week of it's release. She's one of the only wom-
en on Forbes Top 10 Richest Celebrities. And this 
has everyone who isn't a fan or never heard more 
than 3 songs puzzled, Why is this girl so famous? 
The answer: She's honest and relatable. She's the 
best friend you never had and the one person who 
understands when you don't even understand your-
self. She's not sugar coated, her lyrics are actually 
quiet personal and sad. Listen to, Last Kiss, or, Dear 
John, and you'll hear the emotion and sadness in her 
voice, something no singer/song-writer would let the 
world hear. Taylor doesn't sing about getting money 
or doing drugs, she sings about things people, girls in 
particular, can relate to. She talks about her ups and 
downs and everything in between. She leaves no 
rock untouched and no one is safe. "She sings about 
the same thing, love, what makes her so special?" 
Wrong.  Taylor sings about low self esteem, being on 
the outside, feeling alone, losing friends, not wanting 
to grow up, being bullied, trying to figure out where 
you want to go in the world, and about how some-
times people mess up and it's okay because no one 
is perfect. It's also her personality that captures eve-
ryone's heart. She doesn't shut out her fans or use 
her Facebook/Twitter to promote herself, she uses it 
to let her fans into her world. Wether she's Tweeting 
about shopping eating dinner with her band or Twit-
picking a picture of her and her dad, she lets us know 
she's thinking about us. "I want to go the extra mile 
for my fans, because of the 500 miles they've gone 
for me", she's been quoted saying. Right now Tay-
lor's on a 16 month tour for her album, Speak Now, 
and has a tour DVD/CD planned to come out at the 
end of November. Her debut fragrance, Wonder-
struck, is in stores now, and with nearly 26 million 
fans on Facebook and over 8 million followers on her 
Twitter it seems as though Taylor Swift will be mak-
ing music and comforting people for a long time to 
come. 

The Taylor nation 

By: Kristen Amaro and Scottie Lopez 
 Food Trucks travel all around the nation 
and you can spot them in some of the most popu-
lated cities, including New York, Los Angeles, and 
even Miami. A year ago, Miami had barely caught 
on to the food truck craze. Late 2009 is when the 
food trucks started to appear here in Miami. A 
little over a year later, there are more than 50 
trucks on the road! Latin Burger was the first truck 
to appear followed by GastroPod shortly after. 
The food truck events have as many as 20 trucks 
set up to attract customers and lure new busi-
ness. Some trucks provide additional amenities 
like tables and chairs, porta-potties and live mu-
sic. Hundreds of people come out with friends, 
family, and co-workers to enjoy a nice meal. 
Amongst other things finding places to operate is 
one of the biggest problems that plague food 
truckers. Miami-Dade County and the City of Mi-
ami have helped the trucks to find various loca-
tions. Food trucking events include Biscayne Tri-
angle Truck Roundup (“BTTR”), the Wynwood 
Food Truckers Meetup, and Street Food Fridays. 
These events have managed to grow in popularity 
and trucks continue to find places to operate. So 
next time you spot a food truck, stop and pur-
chase a well-cooked meal.       

The new sensation 

Images: Google.com 

By: Pamela Ulloa  
 Nike MAG, once a mythical 
shoe that originally captured many of the 
audiences from the movie “Back To the 
shoe NEVER made” this shoe was re-
leased not that long ago. Although 
there’s a catch and good for others may 
be it wasn’t for others. (Due to the pric-
es) This shoe was released but only 
1500 pairs, and as an AUCTION. The 
auction began on September 8th, 2011 
at 8:30 PM for 10 days, through Sep-
tember 18th. 150 pairs were sold each 
day. This shoe pretty much came alive 
they lit up and formed on the actors foot. 
(Laced itself) This shoe was global and 
very expensive the most some body bid 
on just a pair was $5,100. Crazy money 
HUH? It’s amazing and what comes to 
mind is these releases do not lace on 
their own like the original ones. I mean 
that’s the point of the shoe. The one’s 
that will though are to be released on 
the year 2015! Then again it’s all worth 
it. This auction raised 511,000! And it 
was just the 9th round? One day. All to-
gether was more than $5,123,540! It 
seems crazy maybe to put down $3,410 
PER PAIR. But this was all for one 
cause. The money went in to the Mi-
chael J. Foxx Foundation for Parkin-
son’s Research and Disease. Well think 
about saving lives for an amazing pair of 

shoe. Which will re-
lease on 2015? Who 
most likely will be a 
limited amount as 
well? It seems kind of 
obvious. Pretty smart 
and amazing. 

Back to the future 
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Old Team, New Coach 
By: Reinaldo Llerena    
 With a new season just weeks away, things 
looked promising for the Miami Springs’ Golf team. 
However, the drama started four weeks before school 
had even begun because the coach, Marcos Acevedo, 
was surplused to another school. Things were looking 
down for one of the best Golf teams in Miami-Dade, but 
one team of administrators and Miami Springs officials 
sought to make a local Golf coach take over duties as 
head coach of the Miami Springs Golf team.  
 His name is Roger Piermarini; he is a local golf 
instructor and PGA tour professional at the Miami 
Springs Golf and Country Club. Before he was a Golf 
instructor, he used to play on the PGA tour in the 
1960’s. he is the prodigy of famous Golf instructor Jim-
my Ballard, who is responsible for at least 15 major 
champions. He has been teaching Golf for over 20 
years at both Miccosukee Golf and Country Club and at 
Miami Springs. He is also a registered substitute teach-
er for Miami-Dade County Public Schools, which makes 
him legal to coach the Golf team. Once the school and 
the city officials got past an abundant amount of red 
tape, Roger only had to complete a course on rules 
and regulations in order to become head coach of the 
Golf team.     With the ex-
ception of a few seniors who left at the end of last year, 
the Golf team has not acquired any new talents. How-
ever, the Golf team is holding up well with and only one 
loss to Columbus as of September 22. With Roger at 
the wheel, the whole entire team, both boys’ and girls’, 
can pick up extra skills to make themselves better golf-
ers. There is still one issue that surrounds almost every 
team, money. The Golf team is no different. Thanks to 
a kind donation, the team was at least able to get uni-
forms for the season. The goal of the team is to make it 
to States, which will be held in Tallahassee in Novem-
ber.    Overall, although the 
Golf team has been plagued by numerous 
misfortunes, somewhere on the horizon 
though, there are great things bound to hap-
pen for this team.  

By: Brandan Fisher  
 University Miami's Football 
players have been caught up with 
now infamous booster Nevin 
Shapiro. Shapiro announced that 
he has provided benefits for sever-
al Hurricane players. After being 
arrested after the allegations, the 
NCAA began investigating the 
players on the team. The NCAA 
found these allegations to be true.  
The NCAA discovered that Shapiro 
had taken the players on his yacht 
and gave them money for expens-
es they may have needed. Includ-
ing car payments, clothes and 
shoes. This lead to the suspension 
of 8 players and in order to be rein-
stated by the NCAA they have to 
pay back the benefits from 
Shapiro. This has been a huge 
setback for the Hurricanes football 

team. They faced tough opponents in 
Maryland, Ohio State and Kansas 
State for the first 3 games. They 
went 1-2 through this stretch with 
losses to Maryland and Kansas Sate 
but yet they beat 17th ranked Ohio 
State in an upset. 
     
The rest of the suspensions: 
Suspended for 1 game: 
QB Jacory Harris 
LB Sean Spence 
WR Travis Benjamin 
DT Marcus Forston 
DE Adewale Ojomo 
 
Suspended for 4 games: 
S Ray Ray Armstrong 
DL Dyron Dye 
 
Suspended for 6 games: 
DE Oliver Vernon 

The UM scandal 

LET’S GO HAWKS! 
Photos: Ivan Perez 

“Chec” him out!  
By: Rolando Gonzalez  
 If you’re reading the title I am 
sure the nickname resonates with you. 
However, if it doesn’t resonate with you 
look no further because that is the last 
name of Alejandro Pacheco. He is also 
known as Mr. Pacheco. Mr. Pacheco, 
Sr. is the head coach for the varsity 
football team as well as a teacher. How-
ever, I am here to announce that his 
son Anthony Pacheco is an incoming 
freshman at Miami Springs Senior High. 
After a brief interview with Anthony, he 
said that a week before school started 
tragedy struck. His already bad knee 
was re-injured on the verge of worsen-
ing and turning into patella syndrome, 
which is from over stretching the knee 
caps and cartilage. The knee bone be-
ing out of place and grinding against 
each other.    
 If it progressed, he would have 
been out for the whole season. He did-
n’t stay down for long and sought to 
seek therapy. The therapy lasted for 
about seven weeks and was a big suc-
cess said Anthony. It strengthened his 
knee and moved his bones back to the 
correct position. His enthusiasm is over-
whelming and he is ready to make the 
Golden Hawks proud. There is more 
pressure to do well! He is wearing his 
dad’s high school number #58 and he 
also plays the same position 
(linebacker). Anthony 
Pacheco is one to 
watch during these 
upcoming years as he 
sure to do great things 
like his father! 

Image: Google.com 

Fish News: Marlins will show off the new bowl on April 4, 2012 
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FILM: 

Movie: Bram Stoker’s Dracula 

Release Date: 1992 

Genre: Horror 

MPAA Rating: R 128 Minutes 

Starting: Gary Oldman, Winona Ryder, Anthony Hopkins, Keanu 
Reeves, Richard E. Grant, Cary Elwes, Billy Campbell, and Sadie 
Frost  

TELEVISION: 

Nickelodeon brought 
back the 90’s 
By: Iman Delrosario   
 It’s no secret that modern day 
television isn’t exactly what it used to 
be. And in a world of cliché sitcoms 
following mediocre boy bands, docu-
mentaries about the exaggerated hor-
rors of this world, and the life and times 
of a bunch of Guidos who look like they 
just got done rolling in a pile of Doritos,  
what’s a teen to watch? Well, no need 
to worry because the 90’s are back!
Due to popular demand, Nickelodeon 
executives decided to aire old shows 
from the child hood of the modern, 
American teen, which began airing on 
July 25, 2011, at midnight. The TV line 
up, which included cartoons such as 
“CatDog”, “Rocko’s Modern Life”, and 
“Doug”; is being aired along side sev-
eral other shows like “All That”, “Kenan 
& Kel”, and “Clarissa Explains It All”. 
The nostalgic shows will be broadcast-
ed on TeenNick, week nights from 
12:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m. and will further 
its line up based on viewer recommen-
dations and opinions. The program has 
been targeting teens who grew up 
watching Nick TV shows as children, 
during the 90’s, as well as adults who 
were very fond of them and may too 
like to watch.  Studies completed by 
network executives through social net-
working sites such as, Facebook, have 
shown that over 15 millions people are 
a part of the 90’s Nick fan base, which 
is what first prompted the corporation 
to look into the idea of re-airing past 
shows. ‘The 90’s Are All That’ cam-
paign, which is being presented to 
viewers with the slogan, “You demand-
ed it! Watch! Discuss! Obsess!” en-
courages fans to interact with each 
other on their Facebook and Twitter 
pages, and discuss their opinions on 
various shows being aired nightly. Be 
sure to catch an hour or two of 90’s 
Nick before knocking out tonight, alt-
hough, I’d suggest you only do so on 
Fridays. Sleepless school days tend to 
be quite difficult. 

By: Ivette  Lizcano  
 Have vampires been downgraded 
from fierce, terrifying creatures of the 
night, to sad, misunderstood, sparkling, 
pretty boys, who love expressionless, 
beautiful, teens? Well, sadly enough, yes. 
In the past, vampires never were a classic 
horror icon. The mere mention of an actu-
al vampire caused people to tremble in 
fear. Their reaction was usually the follow-
ing; "Drive a stake through the monster's 
heart!" or "Gather all the crosses and gar-
lic you can find!" Now, we think of them as 
fashion icons adored by desperate teen-
agers whose reactions are "'OMG', He’s 
so hawt!" or "I wanna marry him, even if 
he says he wants to kill me!" This also 
shows how low society standards have 
gotten.  There are even people who be-
lieve that the old classic vampire, namely 
Dracula, is unattractive and should try 
looking like the idol vampire Edward Cul-
len.     
 What they don't realize is that 
Dracula was known to lure his victims into 
his castle and render them into a vulnera-
ble state by using his seductive charm 
and looks. Thereby proving that hand-
some vampires are nothing new. It's all 
Hollywood and the media overexploiting 
these monsters to the point where we 
have forgotten that they're suppose to be 
scary. We've been mislead to believe that 
vampires have had this longstanding 
grudge/war against werewolves. Which is 
false. If you look into the mythology of 
either creature, you will see that they have 
had little to no contact.    
 Again, it’s all Hollywood, promptly 
featured and overly glamorized in the 
films "Underworld." and "Twilight." Which 
brings me to another unoriginal and over-

“I want your blood,” vampires once said 

By:      
 Did you know that hip hop has the 
beat that makes you want to get up and 
dance? But what do you really know about 
hip hop dance? Did you know that hip-hop 
dancing evolved from hip hop music and 
street jazz? Well, its true today hip hop has 
taken its place right along ballet, tap, jazz 
and ballroom dancing. The first mention of 
hip hop dance was back to the 70’s when 
some new moves were introduced to the 
dance world including hip hop. Most popu-
lar among African Americans and Latin 
Americans at first, there are many races 
who now just love this type of dance. Back 
then, people everywhere took to this new 
style of dancing that included breaking, 
popping, locking, gliding, ticking, vibrating 
and krumping.     
 Early on, dance competitions on 
sidewalks included beat boxing, a form of 
music-making that included raps and spe-
cial sound effects made with the hands and 

used plot-line designed by the media, 
'Human-to-vampire-true-love.' These 
types of stories have been used in the 
past but never as fashionable as they 
have become now-a-days. In part by the 
bland and overrated story "Twilight.", 
who started this trend, when in actuality, 
stories like "Chibi Vampire",  "Interview 
With A Vampire" and plenty of others 
have used it and did a much better job at 
it.     
 So why is it that the masses 
seem to be drawn to the Vampire Ro-
mance sub-genre now? Could it be be-
cause of the dark times that our nation is 
facing? Our economy failing, crime rate 
and divorce constantly increasing, and 
plenty of other depressing factors. Are 
times really so hard that we have to ruin 
the dignity of proud, fictional creatures? 
Probably. But regardless of the reason, 
vampires, werewolves, zombies, etc., 
they are not fashion models, ideal lovers, 
nor are they teenagers constantly deal-
ing with petty high school drama.  
 By accepting these monsters as 
the cool and sexy protagonist, we are 
killing the very essence of what makes 
them scary, and going down a path were 
the traditional horror genre as a whole 
will deteriorate. Now some, don't see this 
as a problem, but to those who enjoy a 
classic scary story feel that horror is an 
essential genre to literature in general, 
and will be saddened and forced to settle 
with mediocre stories and it's knock-offs. 
But there is hope, if we bring back the 
original elements, of course adding more 
twist is always appreciated if executed 
properly, we could allow the genre to 
regain it's former glory and end the teen-
engulfed trends.   

Ready to Scream 
By:  Jennifer Martinez   
 Do you have a favorite villain or hero? 
Are there horror scenes that make you 
scream and jump out of your seat or  keep 
you on edge all night long? The people behind 
these scenes make your worse fears come to 
life on the big screen. And if you have ever felt 
this way, they have done their job. The sixth 
annual Scream Awards are Tuesday, October 
18, 2011, from 9:00 to 11:00 pm on Spike TV 
featuring the scariest movies and shows of the 
year. With categories such as “The Ultimate 
Scream”, “Most Anticipated Movie”, “Best 
Scream-Play” and “Best Chase Scene”, this 
year’s awards are sure to please the horror 
aficionado in you.  This award show will be the 
most distinctive and unusual show you will 
ever encounter. Watch your favorite killers 
and the bloodiest scenes recognized. Some of 
the Nominees include: Fright Night, Source 
Code, Scream 4, X-man First Class and of 
course Harry Potter and The Deathly Hollows 
Part 2. Movies aren’t the only media that is 
eligible to win, TV shows like The Game of 
Thrones, Terra Nova, The Killing, Being Hu-
man, Dexter and True Blood are also up for a 
win. Actors and Directors will be present such 
as Rupert Grint, Alexander Skasgard, Helena 
Bantam Cartor, Sam Witwer, Michael C. Hall 
and James Marsden. You will feel a chill in the 
air because this festival of fear is sure to 
please. So if horror, fantasy or sci-fi fan is 
what you crave, stay tuned to be ready to 
scream. 

MUSIC: 

mouth. Artists like The Fat Boys rose to 
fame and fortune with Buffy’s beat boxing 
talents. After the outbreak of interest in hip 
hop dance, there were even several mov-
ies highlighting this new form of dancing 
that combined beats, sounds, and gravity-
defying moves. Crush Groove and other 
movies saw their day in the spotlight as hip 
hop dance continued to expand to different 
cultures and races and locations around 
the globe. Today, hip hop dance has 
earned a recognized place in dance studi-
os and is practiced regularly.   
 It doesn’t matter if this style of 
dance was made by some unknown per-
son out there in the world or someone was 
looking for another form of dancing. What 
is important and known is that hip hop 
dancing  has gone through many challeng-
es and changes, this form of dancing really 
has fought its way into the dance scene 
around the world, and continues to evolve. 

History of Hip-Hop Dancing 

By: Jennifer Alteta and Celeste Kelly
 Dry your tears Potter-heads be-
cause the adventure isn't over. The same 
Harry Potter books that stole your heart 
are now online in a new and innova-
tive way. Pottermore allows fellow stu-
dents to explore the books along with 
exclusive info about the wizarding world 
that J.K. Rowling has kept secret for 
years. For a full week at the end of July, 
a select few of Harry Potter fans were 
lucky enough to sign up early for the site 
through the Magical Quill challenge, ex-
posing them to sleeplessness and hours 
of waiting just to find out whether or not 
they would receive a welcome letter. On-
ly about 120,000 fans around the world 
were able to enter early for beta testing 
of the new site before its grand opening. 
Each day the challenges included excit-
ing, knowledgeable questions from the 
books and movies, which in turn became 
codes to send you off to discover the 
"Magical Quill". This new interactive web-
site lets you explore the different scenes 
of the books and movies, constantly dis-
covering new items to place in your 

trunk. Each wizard or witch logged on, 
gets to experience the magic the same 
way Harry did. All of his adventures come 
to life through your computer screen, from 
buying your wand to being sorted at Hog-
warts school of Witchcraft and Wizardry, 
both of which include customized com-
mon knowledge questions to help you to 
genuinely become a wizard in the world of 
Harry Potter. Remember fans, you are 
also allowed to choose an animal to bring 
along your journey, an owl, a cat or a 
toad. Throughout the story, J.K. Rowling 
reveals never before released information 
on her characters, creatures and even on 
herself. It's Harry Potter like you've never 
experienced it before! You are allowed to 
make new friends from all over the world 
in a user-friendly way. Registration for the 
general public begins in October, so Mug-
gles beware! "Mischief Managed!" 

Pottermore: Harry Potter returns 

Alexander Skargard received the 
award for Best Villain of the Year at 
the Scream Awards in 2010. 

Image: Google.com 

Image: Google.com 
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